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 Settlers of Catan
5-6 Player Expansion
by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 9781569052020
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $23.00

Extend your The Settlers of Catan game to include more players and more scenarios. More tiles, more resource cards, more development cards, and
components (settlements, villages, roads) for two additional players. Allows for two additional players to be added to The Settlers of Catan.Not a stand-alone
game. Requires the original Settlers of Catan board game.

 Cities and Knights of Catan
by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 9781569052051
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $45.00

Dark clouds are gathering over the peaceful island of Catan. Wild barbarians, attracted by the wealth of Catan, sailed to attack the country. Fortunately,
warning has given Catan time to meet the danger. The size of the barbarian army corresponds to the number of cities in Catan. Thus, for Catan to fend off the
barbarian attack, the players must form a knight force as strong as the barbarian force. In addition to fending off the barbarians, players compete to build the
three great metropolises of Catan. Each of these magnificent centers are worth two additional victory points. To build a metropolis, players must invest in
city improvements. To acquire these improvements, players must acquire the three new types of Trade Cards: Coinage, Paper, and Cloth. These cards can
only be gained by building a city next to mountain, forest, or pasture hexes.Watch a video of the game by clicking here.

 Settlers of Catan Explorers & Pirates (Board Game - Fourth Edition)
by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 029877030699
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

Catan: Explorers & Pirates is the fourth major expansion for The Settlers of Catan (following Seafarers, Cities & Knights and Traders & Barbarians) and it
includes five scenarios and three missions; some of the scenarios make use of the missions while others do not.Catan: Explorers & Pirates differs from the
Catan base game in three main ways. First, instead of having only a single island in the game on which players build and compete for resources, three islands
are present – but the landscape of only one of these islands is known at the start of the game. Players start on this island, then build ships and bring settlers
into play so that they can then travel to new lands. When a ship ends its movement on unexplored territory, that hex is revealed and a randomly-drawn
number chip placed on it, with the player earning one resource as a reward – assuming the hex produces resources, that is. (The number of unknown tiles
varies from 16 to 32, depending on the scenario.) A settler and ship can be transformed into a port settlement, from which roads and new ships can be built to
enable further exploration.Second, instead of using cities, Catan: Explorers & Pirates allows players to build port settlements for two corn and two ore, with
a port settlement supplying one resource when the adjacent number is rolled at the start of a turn. Like cities, port settlements are worth two victory points
(VPs), and the number of VPs required to win depends on the scenario.Third, if a player receives no resources during the production roll (other than on a roll
of 7), she receives one gold in compensation. Two gold can be traded with the bank for a resource of the player's choice. Gold has other uses as well, such as
helping you escape from pirates.HARK! You must have The Settlers of Catan game in order to use this game expansion!
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 Seafarers of Catan

by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 9781569052037
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $45.00

Expand your The Settlers of Catan game in new directions, add islands, pirates, gold, ships, and trade. Explore and colonize the newly populated
Archipelago of Catan. Build settlements, roads, and villages by trading commodities from the land and islands around you. Trade sheep and wood for a ship,
bricks and wood for a road, build new settlements and improve settlements into cities. Watch a video of the game by clicking here.

 Catan
Barbarians & Traders
by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 9781569052075
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $43.00

Delve deep into Catan! In Catan: Traders & Barbarians™ you'll find lots of cool new ways to explore Klaus Teuber's award-winning game series. You can
now play with just 2 players! Add a harbormaster, a friendly robber, or special events. Play with a wealth of new wooden pieces and capabilities.You can
even link your games to create an intriguing campaign. Use these 4 variants and 5 scenarios to reinvent your Catan experience! Watch a video of the game
by clicking here.

 Catan - Traders & Barbarians 5-6 Player
by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 9781569052082
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.50

With this extension you can play all five exciting Catan: Traders & Barbarians scenarios with up to six players. Now you'll face even more competition from
your fellow settlers as you struggle to survive and prosper on the island of Catan!Not a stand-alone game. Requires the original Settlers of Catan: Traders &
Barbarians board game.
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 Catan

Star Trek
by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 9781569052556
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $60.00

On behalf of the Federation, you explore space with your starships and build outposts and starbases near valuable planets. There you extract important
resources such as the coveted dilithium. But the Federation has also sent out other expeditions.Therefore, you have to be wary of competitors - and of the
Klingons, who want to give the players a hard time. With the aid of Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock, however, keeping the opponents in check and
outperforming competitors should be an easy task. With this in mind: Live long and prosper!Star Trek Catan is basically a direct adaptation of “The Settlers
of Catan” Base Game. But what would Star Trek be without its protagonists Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock? That's why Star Trek Catan also contains the card
set “Helpers of Catan” – the set was adapted to the Star Trek universe, of course. The players thus receive direct support from Kirk, Spock, McCoy, and
another 7 famous Star Trek characters.Illustrator and Star Trek fan Franz Vohwinkel provided completely new illustrations of all printed game components,
including the characters, based on motifs from the popular TV series and the movies with William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. Hence, Star Trek Catan is
set in the second half of the 23rd century, the classic Star Trek era.
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